2004 chevy silverado tailgate

Manufactured from top quality components, this is your best option and inexpensive
replacement for your rebuild, repair, and maintenance needs - an OE replacement product for
your damaged or aged factory part. Replacement - the most affordable brand name for
replacement parts th We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote.
Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select
your vehicle. Refine by:. Tailgate part. Recommended Use. Quantity Sold. Shop Chevrolet
Silverado Tailgate. Showing 1 - 11 of 11 results. Sort by:. Part Number: Guaranteed to Fit. Core
Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: C Part Number: Q. Part Number: R-CQ. Page 1 of 1 Showing 1
- 11 of 11 results. Featured Brands. Replacement Tailgate Manufacturer Reviews Questions,
Answers. ReplaceXL - the most affordable brand name for replacement parts that Replacement
Tailgate. Feb 18, Wayne Construction. Purchased on Feb 09, Replacement Tailgate - with
Tailgate Handle and Latch. Great fit. I like that it was Primed and all the parts works perfect.
Mike Pollock. Purchased on Feb 10, Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources. Chevrolet
Silverado Gets Multiflex Tailgate for Among the functions of the new tailgate is a secondary
cutout in the middle, which customers can fold down to create more standing space or folded
up to keep longer loads in place at the back of the tailgate. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop
with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain
Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. Skip to main content. Include description. Bushwacker 57
Items General Motors 1 Items 1. Lund 1 Items 1. Stampede 1 Items 1. Westin 9 Items 9. Not
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Plastic 7 Items 7. Steel 1 Items 1. Not Specified 62 Items Black 13 Items Not Specified 58 Items
Brand Type. Aftermarket Branded 68 Items Genuine OEM 1 Items 1. Fitment Type. Direct
Replacement 2 Items 2. Not Specified 4 Items 4. New 70 Items New other see details 1 Items 1.
Please provide a valid price range. Buying Format. All Listings Accepts Offers 9. Buy It Now
Item Location. US Only. North America. Delivery Options. Free International Shipping. Show
only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items.
Authenticity Guarantee. More filters Any Condition New New other see details. Any Free
International Shipping. Gallery View Customize. Find the right parts for your Enter Make Tell us
about your vehicle to find the right parts faster. Buy It Now. Shipping not specified. Almost
gone. Leave feedback about your eBay search experience - opens in new window or tab. This
page was last updated: Feb Number of bids and bid amounts may be slightly out of date. See
each listing for international shipping options and costs. Simple Troubleshooting Tips for your
Chevrolet Silverado Tailgate Your Chevrolet Silverado 's tailgate is built tough to keep your
cargo safe and secured. It serves as the entry point for your luggage and even passengers, so
expect that it will wear out sooner or later. Applying too much force when opening or closing
the tailgate makes it even more susceptible to damage. Its components, such as the latch and
hinges, are also at risk of premature wear. So if your Chevrolet Silverado tailgate suddenly gets
stuck and you don't know what to do, follow these simple troubleshooting tips to solve your
problems:. You've just loaded your cargo on your truck bed and you're ready to roll, except that
your tailgate won't close. When this happens, don't slam the tailgate or even unload your cargo.
An easy fix could be done by simply cleaning the latch. You can just check if there is any dirt
buildup on the latch that makes it hard to close. If there is, you can clean it using a WD
water-displacing spray. This is only a temporary fix; you may have to replace your latch if you
notice signs of premature wear and corrosion. You're ready to load your stuff into your truck
bed, but the tailgate won't open. If you have a plastic tailgate handle, this problem could be due
to extreme heat. You can spray cold water on the handle and try to open the latch again. But if
you have a steel tailgate handle, a quick fix could be done by removing the nuts in the striker
plate using a socket wrench. It is located underneath your truck between the bumper and the
gas tank. Once you've removed its nuts, the tailgate should swing open. Just reinstall the
striker afterwards. Since your tailgate is made of steel, it is indeed prone to corrosion. Inspect it
for any rust spot on the truck bed or on the hinges to know if corrosion is starting to eat it up.
You need to replace a rusty tailgate immediately, or else, compromise the security of your cargo
with a weaker barrier. The Chevy Silverado remains one of the most recognizable names among
heavy-duty pickup trucks, and the Chevrolet Silverado is a top choice for anyone who wants a
lighter version. The tailgate of the Chevy Silverado gets constant abuse due to impact or regular
loading and unloading. Eventually, the tailgate for your Chevy Silverado will have to be
replaced. The most common reasons to replace your Chevrolet Silverado tailgate are rusting,
heavy dents and scratches, and upgrading to a better tailgate. When the first generation
Silverado pickup trucks were launched by Chevrolet in , they quickly became a household
name. To this day, the Chevy Silverado remains one of the most recognizable names among
heavy-duty pickup trucks, and the Chevrolet Silverado remains a top choice for anyone who
wants a lighter version of the popular pickup truck. The Chevy Silverado is a rugged truck, and

its components are built to withstand tough terrain, handling, and weather conditions. As with
other pickup trucks, however, the tailgate of the Chevy Silverado gets constant abuse due to
impact or regular loading and unloading. Here are some reasons to replace your Chevy
Silverado tailgate:. The tailgate of your Chevy Silverado is made of metal aluminum for models
and steel for older models. This means that constant exposure to the elements can cause rust
and corrosion build up on it. This can start with the hardware and spread onto the tailgate of
your Silverado Good thing they can be sanded down and repainted. For damage caused by
heavy impact or very deep scratches, you might want to consider replacing your tailgate
instead. You might want to look into a more lightweight or luxurious material for your tailgate
like carbon fiber or platinum. If only the tailgate handle is broken or if only the mounting
hardware has rust, you can choose to replace only those parts first. Tailgates in the lower price
range usually come with just the shell. At the higher end of the price range, you can get
complete tailgate replacement kits, which can include a tailgate handle, all the necessary
mounting hardware, and even add-ons, such as a rear step bumper and taillight replacements.
Just like your front bumper, your Chevrolet Silverado tailgate reflects your personality as the
owner of the vehicle. So if you have a dirty and rusty tailgate, then don't expect that people will
admire you or your truck. Keeping your tailgate in good shape makes it more durable for you to
have more cargos to haul and more tailgate parties to celebrate. Here are some easy ways to
maintain your Chevrolet Silverado tailgate and extend its service life:. Aside from the usual
wash that you give to your truck, take time to clean your tailgate and truck bed as thoroughly
and as often as possible. Since the tailgate is the entry point of all your cargo, there would
always be dirt and spills that could damage it. Use a mild cleanser to clean your tailgate and
make sure to let it dry before loading cargo. Water spills could damage its paint and cause it to
corrode, so keep it clean before you load and after you unload your cargo. To keep your tailgate
from becoming corroded, you can apply a layer of rust-proofing paint or spray on it. You can do
this if you are replacing your stock tailgate. Retouch the damaged paint if necessary to keep the
raw material from being exposed and prone to damage. Inspect it for rust spots and scratch
them off using a sand paper immediately and paint it with a primer that matches the color of
your truck. Having a bad latch or broken hinge is not good at all if you frequently use your truck
bed for loading cargo. Opening and closing the tailgate would be so much of a hassle if you do
not replace your worn-out latch or broken hinge. Replacement parts are readily available in any
auto parts store, so don't hesitant to replace the defective parts and restore your tailgate.
Whenever you open or close your tailgate, don't slam it or force it to open without turning the
latch. Carefully open and close it and keep it lubricated to ensure that it will operate smoothly.
When the tailgate won't open or close, you can bring your truck to your mechanic to know what
is causing the problem. There is a wide variety of tailgates for a Chevrolet Silverado , and their
prices vary depending on their materials and style. The rods might have simply disconnected
from the assembly. Look into the side of the gate, and see if it is unlatched. Check if the clip is
still there, and place it in the hole on the handle. If it is nowhere to be found, a new clip must
then be provided. If the rod is also out of sight, it might just have fallen down. Use a wire to look
for it. It should not have gotten too far. Then, install the rod into the opening on the handle.
Other components that can be checked out are the handle and cable. Issues that have
something to do with tailgates that won't properly open usually are caused by broken
connections between these parts. Most of the issues with Chevrolet Silverado tailgates are
minor troubles, which could be fixed with simple adjustments or reconnections. Messed-up
alignment, doors not properly opening and closing, and handles that are not working are the
common minor issues Chevy Silverado owners complain about. But there are also a few
instances wherein the tailgate needs to be disconnected from the truck. It becomes necessary
to do so because the tailgate problem is more complex. Usually, if it's that bad, there must have
been a grave damage to the body. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version.
Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief
Efforts. Select your vehicle. Chevrolet Silverado Tailgate. Select your vehicle year. Refine by:.
Tailgate part. Recommended Use. Quantity Sold. Shop Chevrolet Silverado Tailgate. Showing 1 15 of 47 results. Display item:. Sort by:. Part Number: Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit.
Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: RBC Page 1 of 4 Showing 1 - 15 of 47 results. Chevrolet
Silverado Tailgate Customer Reviews. Sep 16, Happy TailGater! Thanks, Car Parts. I had been
driving with a bent tailgate for over 11 months before seeing your product and the great price.
The tailgate works great and fits my Chevy Silverado LT. My only mistakes were ordering the
Matte Finish and not knowing I would have to adjust the locking pins locations with an 8 point
Torx wrench. My key lock had me confused for a little while, until I figured out that I had to take
the handle apart again and install the Bezel first before installing the Key Lock. All in all, it was a
great deal at a great price and was delivered fast and as ordered. Thanks again! Jeffrey Mitchell.

Purchased on Sep 02, Aug 06, Very happy with my purchase it was on time and in perfect
shape. Scott Bernier. Purchased on Jul 17, Replacement Tailgate and Tailgate Protector Kit. Jul
21, It was on time and at a great price. I will definitely be shopping with you guys again if ever
needed. I will also share this company with family and friends! Cortney Crowder. Purchased on
Jul 06, Show More. Chevrolet Silverado Tailgate Guides. The tailgate of the Chev
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rolet Silverado will not open. What could possibly be wrong? What are the common problems
encountered with a Chevrolet Silverado tailgate? So if your Chevrolet Silverado tailgate
suddenly gets stuck and you don't know what to do, follow these simple troubleshooting tips to
solve your problems: Tailgate won't close You've just loaded your cargo on your truck bed and
you're ready to roll, except that your tailgate won't close. Tailgate won't open You're ready to
load your stuff into your truck bed, but the tailgate won't open. Rusty tailgate Since your tailgate
is made of steel, it is indeed prone to corrosion. Cost of Replacing a Chevrolet Silverado
Tailgate. Frequently Asked Questions. How much is a Chevrolet Silverado tailgate? Helpful
Automotive Resources. The MultiFlex tailgate is expected to arrive on the Chevrolet Silverado.
Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy
Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

